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My system is wirred a bit different. I too have a Janitrol HPT on my heat pump. It is wirred like
this Hope someone can help me?? I have a similar problem. Additionally, the connections on
the air handler are slightly different. Specifically there is an orange wire on the air handler
connected to O. Which would be much more consistent with normal HVAC wiring. Any
thoughts? We have a heat pump with heat strips as the aux heat source. Then the t-stat you
have is not the right one for what you are trying to do, you will need to get a 2 heat thermostat. It
will have a aux and e terminal. Hello to all! Can anyone tell me if this is a compatible
replacement? If so, can you let me know what the wiring diagram would look like. Hope
someone can help me??? I have a janitrol t stat am going to attempt to replace it with a honey
well rthc can someone help with the wire diagram? I have a Janitrol HPT but no longer have a
heat pump. I have a straight AC and heater now. The only way I can get the heat to work is to
turn on the switch at the bottom of the T-Stat. I want to by pass this switch so that the
thermostat works on the heat. How do I switch the wiring to make it work. I have replaced wire
for wire until I got to the W2 wire. The Honeywell tells me stop if I have W2. From my research
on the Janitrol, I understand that E black controls the auxiliary and the W2 white controls the
emergency heat. What do I do? Everything your describ ing in the wiring is correct, except I
have a black instead of brown on E, should I put the W2 and E wire together? Quick Links. Do
not use for Downflow Installations. Prior to installation, thoroughly familiarize yourself with this
Installation Manual. Observe all safety warnings. During installation or repair, caution is to be
observed. It is your responsibility to install the product safely and to educate the customer on
its safe use. Goodman Manufacturing Company, L. Multi-position, variable-speed ecm based air
handler with internal txv comfortnet compatible 12 pages. Page 3: Important Note To Owner
Regarding Product Warranty To prevent the risk of property damage, personal injury, or death,
do not store combustible materials or use gasoline or other flammable liquids or vapors in the
vicinity of this unit. A washable filter is available as an accessory. To ensure opti- mum
performance frequent filter cleaning is advised. Refer to Table 1 for the appropriate filter. Also,
check with local or state codes for any special regional re- quirements. Protection can be in the
form of fusing or HACR style circuit breakers. Page 7: Downflow Conversion 2. After the gas
has escaped, remove the nut and discard the black or brass cap. Remove the check piston to
verify it is correct and then replace the piston. See piston kit chart in instructions. Use a tube
cutter to remove the spin closure on the suction line. Page 8: Horizontal Conversion Figure 4 To
complete the conversion, slide the evaporator coil into the chassis and attach the three 3
access panels. Horizontal Conversion Dedicated Downflow models are not suitable for
horizontal application and must not be used for this type of installation. Page Start-Up
Procedure thermostat as shown in Figures 10 and The first stage is heat pump heating and the
second stage is optional electric heat. If additional features are desired, such as digital or
program- mable capabilities, these thermostats are commercially avail- able. Ex- amples include
single-stage cooling and heat pump with single or two-stage electric heating. All these

configurations can be applied with convenient connections to outdoor thermostat applications.
Page 20 Goodman Manufacturing Company, L. This manual is also suitable for: Aruf Aspf Atuf.
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times the AC come on with out me turning it on. I have a 3 year old L that ran fine until last
week. I think my dog chased a chipmunk up under the hood and in trying to get to him ripped a
bunch of wires out. I have spliced back together the obvious wires color coded but I have one
black wire that I assume is a ground? My existing thermostat is a Janitrol HPT Wich has 7
connections, and 6 wires Wich has Rh, Rc, W, Y, and G. However, I cannot find a wiring
schematic, I am changing a Janitrol mechanical thermostat to a Rite Temp And the heat Pump is
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that the thermostat works on the heat. How do I switch the wiring to make it work. May 26, , AM.
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Forum Leaders. Thread Tools. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated. Also, I do not
know how to tell how many stages my system is. Any help in that regard would also be
appreciated. I do not know the make of the inside unit, but the model number is AR Thank you,.
View Public Profile. Find all posts by thomasjwolfe. Received 1, Votes on 1, Posts. Welcome to
the forums. Your unit is a Goodman. What kind of thermostat are you looking for Heat pump
systems don't work well with setback thermostats as they take a long time to recuperate from a
setback and during that time you would be using electric heat to supplement the heat pump. Jay

or Houston, the forum pros, will stop by and make a recommendation based on what you are
looking for. Link to your air handler Goodman specs AR series. Find all posts by PJmax. Thanks
for the info and the link PJ. A setback thermostat is not important to me, it doesn't need to be
programmable. I just want a digital thermostat to update the look of the living room and
hopefully provide a bit more efficiency than the old one. I'm not looking for anything fancy or
with tons of bells and whistles, just practicality. Cost is important too. I'd be very satisfied with
whatever thermostat the pros recommend would be best. If I can provide anything else, let me
know. Thanks again! Received 17 Votes on 14 Posts. I wouldn't recommend anything below a
Honeywell series thermostat. A non-programmable TH5 22 0D thermostat is a good multistage
choice. These would be programmable but you can set the heating setpoints alike to avoid
bringing on the expensive heat strips when recovering from a set back. I recommend using a
Honeywell wifi stat if you choose this option. Find all posts by Houston Thanks for the tip
Houston. Is there anything else you think I should know? I'd take a look at the terminals in use
at the existing stat before ordering a new stat. I do not think that your existing thermostat
supports Y2 in heat pump application, so the THD should work but it wouldn't hurt to have a
look. Remove power to the air handler before replacing a thermostat to avoid damage to a fuse
or transformer. The THD must be configured to match your system. This is not difficult and we
can provide assistance if you have any questions. Should I touch back after I receive the
thermostat for configuration advice or is it something you can give now? Thanks for all the
help. Attached Images. Set the new stat for heat pump with aux heat. Thanks for the help. I'm
ordering from Amazon tonight and will touch back with you in a few days if I need any further
assistance. I received the thermostat yesterday and I plan on installing it this evening. I need
some guidance on wiring the the new stat. Any help is appreciated. Thanks in advance.
Houston, your assistance was invaluable! Thank you very much for your help. The auxiliary heat
control setting had two choices, comfort and economy. I chose comfort. I am thinking that
choosing comfort has the auxiliary heat kick on quicker than the economy setting. Is that
correct? Also, what did the brown wire do? I taped it off. I always choose comfort. Brown
controls a heat strip. If you have 10KW or less, it is probably controlling the same strip that W
controlled. Thanks for the insight Houston. The only thing that I've noticed about the thermostat
that could be considered a complaint is that it clicks once when turning on and again when
turning off. We've sort of grown used to it already, but no click would be great too. Most
thermostats use relays for complete isolation and power handling. Some are louder than others.
I have an older Honeywell that is also loud when calling for heat. Thermostat replacement. I
came across this forum while searching for replacing my thermostat. I have the same old
goodman thermo but my new one was given to me. Will it be okay? Find all posts by
belovedblossom7. Received 32 Votes on 30 Posts. I don't believe that thermostat is compatible
with your system. Like Houston, I prefer the Honeywell series. My personal preference is the
THD which has the larger display. Find all posts by Grady. The Hunter thermostats are basic
inexpensive replacements. Before making any wiring changes wait for Houston or Jay, the
forums pros, to stop by. Thank you, what kind of thermostat do you think would work? I
recommend a Honeywell series or higher as stated in post 4. Refer to post 4. The won't work.
When I place system to heat and the fan to auto,the system does not turn on the fan even with
the temp setting higher than the indoor temp. Is there anything i am doing wrong? Any help
would be appreciated. Find all posts by boston I would remove and reconnect the green wire on
G. I would also verify that the pins that connect the stat to the base are not bent. Received 1
Vote on 1 Post. In the setup menu did you set function 2 to 0 and function 3 to 1 if auxiliary
heating is electric heat strips? Find all posts by firedawgsatx. Hi Houston,I will check green wire
again and check the pins. Thank you very much for your quick response. Hi fire, great catch. I
will try that. Never changed function 2 and 3. Thank you for the quick response. Update on
replacing Janitrol to Honeywell. Thanks Houston and Fire, for the suggestions, it worked!! I
checked the green wire,made sure the front panel sat flush with the base plate; in the software
setup, i set function 1 to 5 heat pump with aux heating , but the system bypasses function 3. So
i had to check the wiring on my heat system its a Bryant EN Realized i had 2 heat stages and 1
cooling stage wires on W and W2, one wire in Y. So i set Function 1 to 7; Function 3 to 1;
Function 5 and 6 to 9 electric heating systems. The thermostat works great now. I probably need
to check my heat system, i have never seen the outside fan unit turn on.. Thank you both for the
suggestions. Glad to hear you got the thermostat to function. I have never seen the outside fan
unit turn on.. I am going to call a service tech to check on the system. I was wondering if my
system is a single or dual? The wiring on my goodman is exactly the same as the Original
Poster. According to their compatibility checker I should wire it as such as attached in the
picture. Find all posts by yetti. Yours is a different type of thermostat than Thomasjwolfe's as
the one he installed did not have a separate terminal for the emergency heat wire. It appears the

wiring in your image is correct for your system. Make sure you turn off power to the unit before
doing the wiring. Thanks for the quick response firedawgsatx! Just to make sure we're all on the
same page, I have attached the wiring guide. Any idea if its one or two stage? The reason why I
ask is that the Nest requires this information. My airhandler also looks like the one mentioned
earlier. W2 is for auxiliary heating. This energizes the electric heat strips when the heat pump is
in defrost mode and when the heat pump can't keep up warming up the house to set
temperature. The emergency heat E is used when the heat pump breaks down. When you set
the thermostat to Emergency Heat you would only be using electric heat strips until the heat
pump can be repaired and put back into service. This helps a ton and eases my mind on doing
this DIY! I checked around the air handler and it looks to be all electric so I'm guessing this is
considered single fuel? Yes, single fuel. An example of a dual fuel system would be a heat
pump with a gas furnace for auxiliary heating. Hi, I was looking for info to replace my thermostat
and came upon this site. I have the same setup as thomasjwolfe. Was looking at the wiring pics
and my white wire that goes to the W2 is not connected. Don't believe it ever has. The brown is
on E and blue is on C. I have to switch the stat to emergency when it looks like the temps are
gonna go below 27 degrees. That is what the original installer told me to do. If the W2 is hooked
up I wouldn't have to do this correct? The stat is getting old and the switches are kinda worn
and sloppy so that is why I came to this site. I decided to join because of the good info. Find all
posts by hillbilly4u. Welcome to the forum!! The W2 wire is typically connected to power the
auxiliary heat strips as explained in post If the wiring is connected properly the auxiliary heating
will automatically kick in when the heat pump can't keep up, when the thermostat is set two
degrees above the current set temperature or when it goes into defrost mode. You would need
to verify the W2 wire is actually connected in the air handler. That installer is erroneous in what
he told you, Emergency heat is only used when the heat pump is broken and you need to
provide heat until the heat pump is repaired. It all depends on the system and how many heat
strips are installed and if they are staged or just wired together. Electric heat strips are a lot
more expensive to operate in most areas unless you have a very low electricity rate. If you
install a high quality thermostat it will be capable of locking out the heat pump at a certain
temperature and only using heat strips. Personally I do not lock my two heat pumps out and
they do a great job keeping my home warm. Thanks for the reply. Went upstairs and checked
that stat and the W2 wire is hooked up upstairs. Turned off the power to the downstairs unit and
hooked the W2 wire back up and have great heat now. The outside unit is running also. There is
a difference between the two systems in the way they operate tho. Downstairs unit comes on as
soon as you turn the stat to heat. Upstairs has a delay of about 20 seconds. I can hear the unit
come on outside before the fan kicks in. Page 1 of 2. Thermostat upgrade problem with 9 wires.
Want to upgrade to a programmable thermostat. It is a Honeywell RTH Had old Hi all, looking for
some help on wiring. I currently have an Environments for L I installed a Honeywell 7-Day Progr
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ammable Thermo Another Thermostat Question. Aquastat not sending power to circulating
pump. Insight for eliminating snow from long drveway from big snows! Oil Light. Whole house
generator, general questions. DIY install. Any Tips for Identifying Circuits and their breakers?
Load balancing a main panel? Heat Pumps and Electric Home Heating. I have attached the
picture of the outdoor unit, and while i am searching on the internet i cannot find any details of
this model. I have a ton of documents from the previous owner of the house and i am going
through it and seems like the documents are of a different model purchased this place 6 months
ago any tips? The original thermostat does not has emergency or aux heat option. I have called
the heat pump guys they are scheduling someone to come out - but not sure when they can get
here. Does anyone know what could be causing such a issue? Ask a Question. Question Title:.
Your question will be posted in:. Almost There! New User? Back to question.

